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INTRODUCTION
Often, we come across people who are bored of their 9 to 5 jobs and want to try out
something new. Something of their own to be precise. However, the lack of ideas and
innovations leaves them tied up to the same old routine and we see dreams shattering all
throughout. In order to be an entrepreneur, all you have got to do I’d offer your customers
something that hasn’t been offered before. Detailed market research will enable you to know
the void and then create your product accordingly. No matter if you have just started off or
are planning to start your own business, this eBook will offer you a bunch of ideas that you
can use in your business plan.
We loved writing this down and hope you will love to read it!
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ONLINE AND TECHNOLOGY
This is the first major category we will discuss in this book regarding business ideas. The
digital space is ever expanding and hence it is essential to note that a online and tech based
business idea is probably the best choice if you have the skills. This sector has had some of the
best startups worldwide and there are no signs of any decline in its growth any soon. Due to
technological advancement, you can be seated at your home and at the same time running a
business that earns you a healthy amount of money. This category has some brilliant ideas
which will hopefully inspire you for your upcoming venture!
Let’s begin-
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DRONE VIDEOGRAPHY
Although drones were first meant for military use only, now it is used for a wide variety of
other purposes such as photography!
You can combine your photography skills along with drone flying skills to take amazing
shots that will literally floor your client. If video making and photography is your game,
this is one business idea that definitely deserves your attention.
You will initially have an investment of around $400-$500 and also require to get a permit
from authorities to fly around unmanned drones. Commercial movie making , travel videos
and also wedding shoots are some of the thriving areas that often need such drone videos.
It is expected that the worth of this industry will increase by around 150% by the end of
2021! Businesses such as Hollywood Drone Kings are making huge money yearly by using
their drone cameras to film Hollywood movies.
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DRONE VIDEOGRAPHY
Capital investment
$400-500

Skill requirements
Unmanned aircraft operator permit, Remote
Pilot Certificate issued by the FAA, registration
your UAV with the FAA.

Experience required
1-2 years in videography
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E-COMMERCE
For those who want to start an online business, e-commerce is probably the first thing that
you need to think of. Throughout the world, the e-commerce industry is booming and
there’s no signs of slowing down in the coming years too.
This is one cake which you need to grab a piece of! You can create your own website and
construct a beginning to end supply chain where you create your own products and sell
them to the customers. You need a full stack web developer, point of sale, payment
gateway and logistics partner among the other important resources to run the business
successfully. Keep in mind that you need to take brilliant pictures of your product so that
customers can find it attractive and buy it.
On the other hand, you can partner with online stores such as Amazon and they will be
responsible for orders and delivery while you will maintain manufacture and send the
products to their inventory.
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E-COMMERCE
Capital investment
$1k-1.5k

Skill requirements
Payment gateway, a sales tax license, a
registered website

Experience required
2-4 years in digital marketing
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VR ARCADE
Virtual reality is new to the market. People are enthusiastic in trying out this new
innovation in this makes the perfect platform to begin with VR arcade business. The
investment money would be high and you would need VR hardware and a gaming license
for the same.
It is expected that by the end of 2021, this will be a staggering 800 million industry. At this
point of time, VR is comfortably making money with the gaming niche and even if you start,
this niche will definitely help you make better money than anything else.
As VR requires an immersive experience, your arcade should be big enough to
accommodate free movement of the players who have donned the VR sets.
In the last year more than 13 million minutes of VR has been played in the various VR
arcades throughout the globe. Space Pirate Trainer is one of the leading arcades in
America and the growth is all set to double from this year onwards.
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VR ARCADE
Capital investment
$30-33k

Skill requirements
Game Development, VR technology and
hardware expertise, Gaming license

Experience required
2-3 years in VR industry
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4 PODCASTING
This is such a time when people prefer to listen to podcasts when they are free. Business
and brands often hold these sessions and mostly they are interviews with noteworthy
personalities.
If you have knowledge about an industry along with certain interesting tips and insights,
there is no better business than to start your podcast! Get yourself a good headphone and
recorder, it is enough to inch you closer to your first podcast session.
The audio quality is the most significant thing to keep in mind when podcasting and with
popularity you can put these up on Spotify or iTunes for more listeners.
Sponsorships and advertisements will suffice you for income despite a near zero expense
to start the business! Radiolab and WTF with Marc Maron are some of the most popular
podcasts!
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PODCASTING
Capital investment
$400-500

Skill requirements
A podcast hosting account, good microphone
and headphones, hands on experience with
audio editing software

Experience required
1-2 years in media industry
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AR/VR APP DEVELOPER
Virtual reality and augmented reality are truly the new stars of the tech industry. Any
future oriented services do require these AR and VR technology for their products. With its
popularity, there will be more demand in the coming days.
The high tide in this industry is about to come and if you have the skills then you can ride it
for sure. In order to be an app developer you need to have knowledge on Java, C ++ and C#.
A detailed understanding of the 3D technology is also suggested for better prospects. Be it
the “try on” section in the retail e-commerce industry or the immersive gaming industry, AR
and VR are sibling technologies that will rule the world of geeks in the years to come.
Gaming and movie making units are seeking for VR/AR developers to get the job done.
PlayStation VR is one of the leading examples of what such developers can do with the
technology.
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AR/VR APP DEVELOPER
Capital investment
$500-700

Skill requirements
Knowledge of programming languages

Experience required
2-5 years in application development
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ONLINE TEACHING
To learn a new skill or subject people prefer to take online classes as they
are possible at the convenience of home.
It defies numerous traditional teaching methods but it is easier to learn by
sitting in front of the laptop screen. If you are passionate about a subject,
start off with classes online, the industry is booming and you can definitely
make a lot out of it.
For example - Udemy, HubSpot academy or Tutor are always ready to give
you the platform for teaching and making money from it.
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ONLINE TEACHING
Capital investment
$500-700

Skill requirements
Computer with internet access, video chat
software, a working webcam with headphone
and microphone

Experience required
1-2 years in teaching
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DROPSHIPPING
If you want to start off a business without a warehouse then dropshipping
is the way to go. In this, you can connect the orders of the customer
directly to the wholesaler and get the order delivered to them directly
from wholesale.
You need to have a good network of vendors for this.
For example - you can start your shop at Shopify and get products drop
shipped to your customer’s place directly! Choose a niche as per your
expertise to be better at product sorting.
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DROPSHIPPING
Capital investment
$500-700

Skill requirements
Good network of vendors, computer with
internet, a good online storefront

Experience required
2-3 years in retail industry
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AFFILIATE MARKETING
Once your social media profile has enough followers or connections, you can
start your affiliate marketing business online.
You promote your client’s product and earn a commission on each sale that is
recorded with your promo code. With minimum investment, you can earn
exceedingly well!
John Chow and Neil Patel are the two most popular affiliate marketers
globally and they make huge money by converting their audience into a sales
stream for the client’s product.
You can also sign up for the popular Amazon affiliate program!
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AFFILIATE MARKETING
Capital investment
$100-200

Skill requirements
Blog/website with decent traffic, good social
media presence

Experience required
0-1 years in sales and marketing
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BOX SUBSCRIPTION
These are basically delivery services that send a box of essential products to
the customer after they opt for it online.
Typically, it contains 5-6 products dealing with fitness, healthcare, beauty or
maybe sports/gaming. If you have a passion for any of these then this can be
a great online business to start with.
Popular hair care brand Vedix started with this box subscriptions service
and is doing great business globally.
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BOX SUBSCRIPTION
Capital investment
$1k-1.5k

Skill requirements
Well-designed
parentships

website,

strong

Experience required
3-5 years in retail and marketing
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10 WORDPRESS THEMES SELLER/ DESIGNER
Around 34% of the internet is full of websites or blogs on the WordPress
platform.
With as low as zero investment and knowledge on PHP, HTML, CSS and
JavaScript you can start off this business of WordPress themes.
There are websites such as Themeforest and Mojo where you can list your
exclusive theme and sell it to customers.
Make sure that your themes are exclusive and user friendly in the first place.
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WORDPRESS THEMES SELLER/ DESIGNER
Capital investment
$50-150

Skill requirements
Basics of programming, familiarity with
WordPress

Experience required
0-1 years in content marketing
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11 3D PRINTING
This is one segment in the manufacturing industry that has boomed in the
recent years. Be it for defense, aerospace or medical and dental care, the
need for 3D printing is at its peak.
With experience in manufacturing and engineering space, you can definitely
take up such a business. With the use of CAD, you can render 3D models of
engineering renders and prototypes.
The initial investment is for setting up the unit. For example, Xometry is one
of the fastest growing 3D printing services in the US and its efficient Google
ad placements have earned it good fortune in a small amount of time.
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3D PRINTING
Capital investment
$13k-15k

Skill requirements
Knowledge about 3D printing, 3D printers, raw
materials for 3D printing

Experience required
2-4 years in imaging industry
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12 VERTICAL FARMING
This is a new development in the agricultural industry. You can grow crops
indoors with the use of modern technology without the use of any soil!
The entire process is held indoors via multi layered style of farming and hence
it is a cost-effective business plan.
Growing demand for food and non-pesticide veggies is leading to a boom of
this business in the market. There are as many as 2000 vertical farms in the US.
Companies such as AeroFarms have gained immense reputation in the
business in recent years .
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VERTICAL FARMING
Capital investment
$6k-7k

Skill requirements
Business license, knowledge about vertical
farming

Experience required
1-3 years in agriculture industry
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13 HONEY PRODUCTION
Honey is consumed by everyone in one form or the other and this is why its demand is
never going to dry up in the future.
With relevant registration and a medium sized apiary, you can start off this business
right away. Globally the honey product has seen a rise of 300% in the last 10 years.
Pharma, skincare and cosmetic sectors are also willing to buy in honey if it is of
premium quality.
For example - Bee Downtown, that started off as an individual honey bee production
unit is now spread across multiple cities with its franchise as people are aware of the
booming market.
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HONEY PRODUCTION
Capital investment
$1.3k-1.5k

Skill requirements
Medium scale apiaries, interest in bee keeping
and honey production, registration, training

Experience required
3-6 years in beekeeping industry
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14 CRATE MANUFACTURING
As production sizzles up, the need to carton and crates is extremely high. You can
make these from recycled papers and cardboards.
You can either set up a semi-automatic or a completely automatic plant for such
production. The entire ecommerce industry runs on these carton boxes.
It advised that you should attend a couple of workshops to know the process better
before starting off your business.
For example, the WestRock company that started off as s ingle headed unit has
now gone on to be the best and top-rated carton box manufacturing unit in the US.
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CRATE MANUFACTURING
Capital investment
$130k-150k

Skill requirements
Factory and trade license, pollution control
board certification, other registrations

Experience required
4-6 years in manufacturing industry
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15 PAPER BAGS
With a bank on the use of Plastic, the market for paper bags is constantly
increasing. Fully automatic machine is enough to get plenty of paper bags
for production.
The need for sustainable and eco-friendly products has further oomph up its
demand and setting up such a production unit is relatively easier.
Websites such as YourShoppingBags.com started off as startups but now
they offer online selling as well bulk selling of the bags to ecommerce
customers or any production industry customers.
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PAPER BAGS
Capital investment
$600-700

Skill requirements
ISO 9001, ISO
certifications

14001,

FSC

Experience required
1-3 years in manufacturing industry
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Going ahead further, we have enlisted some of
the most popular and high-value ideas for
people who wish to begin their own business with
whatever funds they might have.
Let’s start !
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16 CLOUD KITCHEN
Food delivery business is growing rapidly and making huge noise in the market. In
areas where opening a restaurant isn’t possible, such cloud kitchens can be a great
business.
You need around 600 square feet of space in a high demand area to start the business.
You need to have knowledge regarding food, cooking and delivery packaging and the
initial investment is nothing more than $10,000.
However, once you begin, there’s no looking back as this market will constantly grow.
For example, you can register your ghost kitchen on Zomato and collect order
smoothly!
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CLOUD KITCHEN
Capital investment
$6k-7k

Skill requirements
Relevant licenses and permits, 600-700 sq. feet
area

Experience required
0-1 years in cooking
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17 ORGANIC STORE
Organic foods are the new market trend in USA and the label ‘organic’ has
attracted a substantial amount of spotlight in recent years.
Organic farming focuses mainly on growing crops without the use of
fertilizers and industrial chemicals.
Food additives such as MSG, artificial sweeteners and preservatives are
avoided in organic products.
To market and promote these organic products, various organic outlets and
stores have been put up across the country.
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ORGANIC STORE
Capital investment
$10k-15k

Skill requirements
USDA organic certifications, relevant licenses
and permits

Experience required
1-3 years in retail and marketing
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18 PRENATAL FITNESS CENTER
Pregnancy is a crucial point in a woman’s life and they are more susceptible
to various health challenges in this period.
Women have realized that it is important to stay active to overcome such
physical and mental problems.
As a solution to such issues, well equipped prenatal fitness centers have
come up across the country.
By taking part in those fitness center classes, pregnant women can actively
focus on their fitness goals and prepare for a smooth child birth.
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PRENATAL FITNESS CENTER
Capital investment
$2.5k-3k

Skill requirements
Prenatal fitness training and certification

Experience required
0-2 years in yoga and gymnasium
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19 COOKING CLASSES
Are you a food enthusiast? Do you love to experiment with new recipes?
If the answer is an absolute yes, then cooking classes are definitely a try out for
you. There has been a dramatic rise in cooking classes offered both online and
offline and the demand is on a rise further.
People are into jobs where there is a requirement to travel to new places and
they miss the home cooked food. The cooking skills come into play in such
situations.
There are various chefs conducting cooking classes across the country where
they teach new recipes and techniques of cooking.
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COOKING CLASSES
Capital investment
$400-800

Skill requirements
Excellent cooking
equipments

skills,

Experience required
0-1 years in cooking
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20 PRESSED JUICE STORE
In the era of fitness, the demand for fresh nutritious food items have increased
dramatically over the years.
The stores and outlets selling pressed fruit juice has become the new attraction for
people who are concerned about their fitness goals and daily nutritive food intake.
The advantage of cold pressed fruit juice is that it has no added sugar and is freshly
made.
The consumption is instant as the extraction of fruit juice from fruits is done in
presence of the customers.
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PRESSED JUICE STORE
Capital investment
$13k-15k

Skill requirements
juicing equipments,
relevant permits

fresh

Experience required
1-2 years in beverage industry
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21 PET DAYCARE AND GROOMING
Pet care is currently one of the hottest industries out there in USA and if you are
an animal lover, then this industry is being curated for you.
In metropolitan cities, pet care centers have become the trending business
entities. People have to attend their work and they cannot leave their pet/pets
unattended.
Pet day care centers serves as a shelter for those pets and nourish them with
love, affection and care.
The centers include play areas, rest areas and facilities for overnight boarding.
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PET DAYCARE AND GROOMING
Capital investment
$6k-7k

Skill requirements
Relevant training and permits, passion for pet
care

Experience required
1-2 years in pet care industry
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22 ENERGY AUDITOR
It is a popular and dynamic sector in energy industry.
Energy audit is the process of evaluating the energy flow of an organization
and how the consumption of energy can be reduced in order to save money.
There are many energy auditing firms coming up with energy solutions.
They use their efficient methodologies and ideas through which they can
improve the performance and energy flow of any commercial organization or
residence.
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ENERGY AUDITOR
Capital investment
$500-700

Skill requirements
U.S. Department of Energy certification and
other permits

Experience required
2-5 years in Energy Management and Sustainability
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23 CAREER COACHING
The job market is an ever-changing market. Rapid technological changes are
disrupting the market and new jobs are being created to facilitate those
sectors.
There lies a huge gap between what the market requires and the talent
available to cater the needs of the market.
Career coaching provides guidance to the clients through the stages of job
search and help them find their suitable roles in the desired industry.
Such career counselling offices have seen a sudden growth in the recent years.
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CAREER COACHING
Capital investment
$600-1900

Skill requirements
Degree in psychology

Experience required
0-2 years in career counselling
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24 IMAGE CONSULTANT
We all are very conscious with our image and our personality reflects on how
we are projecting ourselves.
Image consulting involves coaching the clients on some of the important
aspects of grooming.
Image consulting firms offer regular grooming classes and workshops across
the country where they provide training and consultation to various applicants.
This business has become an integral part of the job market today in USA and
the global market as well.
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IMAGE CONSULTANT
Capital investment
$2.6k-3k

Skill requirements
Training and certification from a reputed
image consulting institute

Experience required
0-2 years in counselling
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25 LANGUAGE TEACHER
Foreign languages are a pre-requisite for many job roles and the more
languages you know, the chances of you getting hired increase.
Also, if you are fluent in other languages, you can start teaching at
school and train others as well. In the US market, languages like German,
Spanish, Chinese and Japanese are in demand.
Several language teachers have come up with their online courses and
language teaching centers across the country to offer courses on foreign
languages.
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LANGUAGE TEACHER
Capital investment
$600-800

Skill requirements
Proficiency in at least one foreign language

Experience required
0-2 years in teaching
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26 SMART HOME CONTRACTOR
Last 2 decades have seen the rise of smart home market in USA. A smart
home consists of various aspects such as automated lighting, surveillance,
security and indoor furnishing.
The entire household activities and appliances can be controlled by the
click of a button. Integration of smartphones in smart houses has increased
the demand drastically.
Most of the real estate projects are integrating smart house technologies to
cater to the modern day demands of the customers.
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SMART HOME CONTRACTOR
Capital investment
$2.5k-3k

Skill requirements
Right partnerships with reliable vendors

Experience required
3-6 years in real estate industry
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27 DECLUTTERING SERVICES
It has become a trend in USA to declutter residential spaces. People want their
houses to look exactly like the picture-perfect ones they see in sites like
Pinterest and Netflix shows. But they do not have the prerequisite skills to do
that.
This is where decluttering service providers come into play. They rearrange
the entire household with their hands-on experience in the field and manage
to get that picture-perfect look the customer was looking for.
This market is gaining momentum and is expected to thrive in the future.
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DECLUTTERING SERVICES
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Hands-on home organization skills

Experience required
0-1 years in interior designing
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28 CHATBOT CREATOR
Chatbots have become integral parts of business websites and marketing
campaigns in today’s digital age.
In simple words, Chatbots are virtual robots who are capable of answering the
basic queries and obtain information from the visitors and customers using
forms.
Unlike humans, chatbots can operate non-stop and are cost effective. Sectors
like IT industry, retail and real estate rely heavily on chatbots.
Chatbot creators are the companies who can create chatbots for your business
depending on the investment you make.
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CHATBOT CREATOR
Capital investment
$250-350

Skill requirements
Extensive knowledge about
excellent communication skills

chatbots,

Experience required
1-3 years in technical support (IT) industry
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29 NUTRITION COACH
This decade has seen a dramatic rise in fitness and the market related to fitness
has taken a jump.
The nutrition industry is one such industry related to fitness which is one of the
popular and hottest markets right now.
Fitness freaks and health conscious people have started adopting proper diet
regimes in order to gain a long-term health and fitness goals.
A certified nutrition coach analyses the daily activities and suggests a
comprehensive diet plan to the clients.
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NUTRITION COACH
Capital investment
$500-600

Skill requirements
Training and certifications in nutrition

Experience required
0-2 years in health coaching industry
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30 SEO CONSULTANT
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) has become a mandatory part of every
business on the internet today.
SEO is mainly used to increase the visibility of businesses on the internet and the
sites are optimized for search engines.
A SEO consultant analyses the client website/websites and understands the
client’s requirements.
The websites are updated with relevance to the latest SEO trends and link
building strategies to grow digital presence.
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SEO CONSULTANT
Capital investment
$250-300

Skill requirements
In-depth knowledge of SEO strategies,
certifications in digital marketing

Experience required
1-4 years in digital marketing
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31 SKINCARE CONSULTANT
This is one of the most profitable markets in the world and the use of beauty products
are on the rise.
People have taken beauty and skincare very seriously.
Companies and skincare consultants have come up with skincare solutions to cater
to the needs of the customers who are concerned about their skin health.
They provide suggestions on the usage of products based on the skin conditions and
fix the underlying skin problems.
Also, they educate people about the skincare routine to achieve a clear and healthy
skin.
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SKINCARE CONSULTANT
Capital investment
$400-600

Skill requirements
Relevant training and certifications

Experience required
2-3 years in dermatology industry
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32 BUSINESS CONSULTANT
Businesses have several problems to deal with and it becomes hectic
at times to deal with them.
Business consultants come into play in such situations and helps
businesses solve the most pressing problems.
Also, they keep in track of the strengths and weaknesses of the
business and how the new strategies can be implemented to further
streamline the business processes.
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BUSINESS CONSULTANT
Capital investment
$600-800

Skill requirements
Expert knowledge about a particular industry

Experience required
2-5 years in consultation
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33 HOSPITALITY
Hospitality sector is an ever-growing industry and it acts as a backbone for
both tourism and business sectors.
USA is one the most popular tourist attractions and the tourism industry is
very profitable in the country.
Hospitality industry acts as a complementary service provider to the travel
and tourism sector.
It is a great industry to begin with and the future market is a promising one.
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HOSPITALITY
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Trade licenses, no objection certificates, fire
safety licenses and permits

Experience required
0-1 years in hospitality industry
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34 HOSTEL OWNER
Hostel business is one of the lucrative businesses out there in the US and
the market is constantly growing over the years.
Students take up courses in colleges which are far away from their
residence and hostels seem to be a perfect place for accommodation.
Hostels have adopted a bed and breakfast model which is attracting more
customers.
Travel and tourism industry are equally responsible for promotion of
hostels for travelers across the country.
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HOSTEL OWNER
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Trade licenses, no objection certificates, fire
safety licenses and permits

Experience required
0-1 years in hospitality industry
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35 GUIDED TOURS
USA is one of the popular destinations for tourists from around the world.
One of the prominent tourism hubs, USA has seen a rise in the guided tour
market in recent years.
A guided tour is responsible for organizing comfortable trips to destinations
based on the packages and duration of travel.
Guided tours streamline and promotes the tourism industry of a country and
the positive reviews from the clients will help build good impressions globally.
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GUIDED TOURS
Capital investment
$1.3k-1.5k

Skill requirements
Relevant
licenses
and
registration,
understanding of the tourism industry and the
travel business

Experience required
1-3 years in hospitality industry
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36 MEAL DELIVERY
The concept of meal delivery and food trucks have sprouted lately but the
business have been flourishing with a tremendous growth rate.
Meal deliveries in metropolitan cities are quite popular and suitable for
people who loves experimenting with various food items.
It is an alternative to dine-in and people who does not have the time to cool
due to work pressure can easily have access to healthy and tasty food though
meal delivery system.
Various food chains have come up across the US to satisfy such a high
demand.
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MEAL DELIVERY
Capital investment
$1.3k-1.5k

Skill requirements
Certificates and permits from center for food
safety and applied Nutrition, U.S. department
of agriculture and FDA

Experience required
2-4 years in food business
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37 TRAVEL PLANNER
Travel planning is considered a part of the tourism industry and is in
high demand due to its type of work.
Travelling is a way out from the mundane and hectic work routines
and people have been gushing into travelling due to this.
A travel planner comes up with the best possible suggestions keeping
in mind the various aspects of the client such as budget, destination
preferences and duration.
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TRAVEL PLANNER
Capital investment
$600-800

Skill requirements
Passion for travel, willingness to help others
plan their travel

Experience required
0-1 years in tourism industry
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38 AIRBNB
Airbnb has quickly taken up the market hold and has become an
alternative to short term and long-term hotel accommodation.
If you have a spare room and want to host it for guest accommodation,
then Airbnb is a perfect business tool to proceed with.
The testimonials and positive reviews from clients will surely boost your
room visibility and as a result the partnership with Airbnb will strengthen.
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AIRBNB
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
A spare room or property

Experience required
0-1 years in hospitality industry
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39 ADVENTURE ACTIVITY GUIDE
Due to a massive increase in domestic and international travel, the
adventure activities have taken a boost across USA in recent years.
Adventure sports and activities are now considered a major part of travel
and tourism sector.
An adventure activity guide is responsible for planning and setting up
various travel activities such as trekking, camping, mountaineering and so
on.
The aim is to properly execute the trips and get positive reviews from clients.
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ADVENTURE ACTIVITY GUIDE
Capital investment
$2.5k-3k

Skill requirements
Relevant permissions,
certain activities

certifications

Experience required
1-3 years in tourism industry
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40 SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING
It is a newly emerged method of gardening and landscaping the green patches
of land.
No harmful chemicals such as pesticides, chemical fertilizers are used in this
sector and so it is considered to be eco-friendly.
As a business, it will be responsible for offering sustainable landscape services,
using native plantations and coming up with gardening related solutions.
Deep understanding of plants and landscaping is essential for the success in
this industry.
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SUSTAINABLE LANDSCAPING
Capital investment
$13k-15k

Skill requirements
Knowledge about sustainable landscaping
and gardening, relevant licenses and
registrations

Experience required
3-6 years in horticulture
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41 VIDEO EDITING
Videos have become a popular media form with the rise of YouTube in the
contemporary world.
Businesses and individuals have started making contents and publishes them
on YouTube and other online video sharing sites to get visibility and
popularity globally.
Professional videos need to be edited and processed before airing them on
the internet.
Things such as noise reduction, gamma correction and color correction are
done by a professional videographer.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

VIDEO EDITING
Capital investment
$900-1000

Skill requirements
Video making and editing skills, knowledge of
video editing software, video equipment to
shoot videos

Experience required
1-2 years in videography

THEBRANDBOY.COM

42 VOICE OVER
We came across various TV commercials where we have heard an interesting
voice in the background narrating the entire advertisement in a unique way.
Voice over artists lent their voice for various commercials and shows. Voice
over artists are also known as voice over talents in some areas of the industry.
Businesses opt for such voice over professionals to launch a commercial of
your product which can attract the viewers globally.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

VOICE OVER
Capital investment
$600-700

Skill requirements
Great voice and interest in storytelling, good
equipment for practice

Experience required
1-2 years in media industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

43 CONTENT CREATION
Internet without content is nothing but a black space.
Content servers as the backbone for the websites in the internet. Content
creators are responsible for populating these platforms with various types
of content so as to market those websites and pages.
The role of a content developer is mainly to come up with a content driven
strategy for any business.
Content development includes copywriting, blogs, articles, user manuals
and so on.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

CONTENT CREATION
Capital investment
$200-300

Skill requirements
Good communication skills, knowledge about
marketing

Experience required
0-2 years in media industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

44 SOLAR CONTRACTOR
The renewable energy sector has been on the rise and its sole dependency on the
solar energy has proved to be beneficial.
Any business opting for opportunities in renewable sector can hire a solar
contractor to fulfil the needs.
A solar contractor evaluates a particular facility and suggests solar products as
per the energy consumption requirements.
The aim is to improve efficiency and optimum energy use.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

SOLAR CONTRACTOR
Capital investment
$5k-6k

Skill requirements
Knowledge about the solar sector, relevant
license and registration

Experience required
0-2 years in renewable and sustainable energy

THEBRANDBOY.COM

45 LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR
Languages are no barriers these days and it has improved the
communication channel across the country and the world.
Language translators are hired by governments and companies to
interpret foreign languages of clients to help with seamless
communication.
They can offer both translation and interpretation services.
A professional language translator is often certified in translation from a
foreign language body.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR
Capital investment
$1k-1.5k

Skill requirements
A command over at least two languages, a
certification course in translation

Experience required
0-1 years in foreign language

THEBRANDBOY.COM

46 PEST CONTROL SERVICES
Pest control is one of the essential requirements these days.
Every building and facility require fumigation at regular intervals to
prevent damage to the structures.
Surveying and sealing the cracked openings in buildings to prevent the
entry of pests is one of the major roles of a professional pest control
company.
Common pests such as cockroaches, termites, rodents and mosquitoes are
covered under pest control operations.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

PEST CONTROL SERVICES
Capital investment
$2.5k-3k

Skill requirements
Pest control license, right equipment, relevant
registration and permits, reliable vendors for
chemicals and pesticides

Experience required
1-3 years in fumigation industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

47 DIGITAL MARKETING AGENCY
Business require online presence in order to expand its business in the online
market and the use of digital marketing is heavily used to attain that
momentum.
Customers are on digital platforms and to grab that customer base, it is
essential that a professional digital marketing agency is hired.
The sole aim of such an agency is to streamline the growth of the company in
the digital world and look after the components of digital marketing to
achieve the online sales target of the company.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

DIGITAL MARKETING AGENCY
Capital investment
$200-300

Skill requirements
In-depth knowledge of digital marketing, a good
team of experts in different areas of digital
marketing, access to digital marketing tools

Experience required
0-2 years in digital marketing industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

48 SENIOR SERVICES
Currently, 49.2 million people in the US are in the senior category and that
represents 15.2% of the population.
It is clear that there will be a growing demand for senior care services in the near
future and the demand will be a rising one.
A senior service agency looks after various activities such as weekly laundry
services, daily household activities, night nurse services and so on.
In some cases, the family members might be living abroad and they might hire your
services to take care of their parents.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

SENIOR SERVICES
Capital investment
$5k-6k

Skill requirements
Knowledge about elderly care, well-trained staff

Experience required
2-4 years in hospitality industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

49 SHOE LAUNDRY
The footwear industry is one of the thriving industries in the US and it is
expected to see a rise in the future.
Shoes are one of the essential goods and it is an important subject in daily life
scenarios. From schools to offices, shoes play a major role in dressing and attire.
A shoe laundry offers services like shoe wash, shoe repair and shoe maintenance
services.
There has been a rise in shoe shoes due to the digital presence of shoe
companies.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

SHOE LAUNDRY
Capital investment
$7k-9k

Skill requirements
Knowledge of all kinds of shoes the right
equipment and infrastructure

Experience required
3-5 years in footwear industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

50 SMARTPHONE REPAIR SERVICES
Smartphones have become a part of daily life and it is quite a
troublesome task to find someone who does not have a smartphone.
Smartphones are used extensively and as a result, certain problems
related to phones are bound to appear. Problems such as cracking of
screen, breaking of phone equipments, heating problems and so on
appear in daily usage patterns.
A professional smartphone repair technician will take a look at the
problems and fix them properly with his/her repairing skills.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

SMARTPHONE REPAIR SERVICES
Capital investment
$300-500

Skill requirements
Smartphone repair training, right tools and
equipment

Experience required
0-2 years in gadget industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

51 DRIVING SCHOOL
The last decade has seen a dramatic rise in the demand for skilled
drivers.
Industries such as food delivery, logistics and e-commerce require
skilled drivers to run their daily operations smoothly.
People who have vehicles for personal use and commercial use need
to learn safe driving and get a driving incense.
A driving school is the place where such facilities and training
programs are conducted.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

DRIVING SCHOOL
Capital investment
$2.5k-4.5k

Skill requirements
A driving school license, skilled instructors,
fleet of cars for training

Experience required
3-6 years in transportation industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

52 BLOGGING
Blogging can be a great source of income and it is quite a growing
market in recent times.
Businesses and individuals have come up with blogs in order to drive
traffic to their sites and gain popularity across the country.
Affiliate marketers, sponsorships and social media influencers are the
some of the significant sources of making money in blogs.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

BLOGGING
Capital investment
$100-500

Skill requirements
Familiarity with WordPress and blogging

Experience required
0-2 years in content marketing industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

53 ONLINE BOOKKEEPING
With the advent of online accounting facilities, it is unnecessary
to keep physical financial records these days.
Online bookkeeping is a new trend which allows businesses and
individuals to use various online accounting tools and
appointment setting tools for their own benefits.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

ONLINE BOOKKEEPING
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Familiarity with accounting and financial
software

Experience required
0-2 years in accounting industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

54 WEB DEVELOPER
The demand of a web developer is a constant one and in order
to build a website, a web developer is the one who can do the
task with ease.
The aim of a web developer is to create, modify and maintain a
website to facilitate the business and its operations online.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

WEB DEVELOPER
Capital investment
$500-900

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity with
programming languages

Experience required
0-3 years in IT industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

55 ONLINE COURSE PROVIDER
Online courses are trending these days and are in huge demand
due to its nature of service.
People can enroll in courses online irrespective of their locations
and this has benefitted them in a positive way.
It is a great way for income and can be started with minimal
investments.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

ONLINE COURSE PROVIDER
Capital investment
$100-300

Skill requirements
Relevant experience, great communication
skills

Experience required
0-3 years in teaching industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

56 OFFICE SPACE RENTAL
This market can bring out a good amount of returns and this is
the target market for budding entrepreneurs these days.
If you have a spare room or an unused property, then this is the
perfect market for you.
Start out with renting your space for offices and other
commercial activities.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

OFFICE SPACE RENTAL
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
A spare room or property

Experience required
0-1 years in hospitality industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

57 VIRTUAL CALL CENTRE

Overseas companies are looking for assistance about
various products and services online and this can be done
through virtual call centers.
This is a great opportunity to work with businesses who
require virtual assistance and require call center services.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

VIRTUAL CALL CENTRE
Capital investment
$400-500

Skill requirements
Good microphone and headphones, great
communication skill

Experience required
1-2 years in IT industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

58 EBOOK
It is a great business idea for the beginners, specially in 2020.
You can put all your thoughts and ideas in an eBook and publish it for
others to read and gain knowledge from that.
Copartner with publishing houses and publish them both physically
and online.
This can attract new book readers and gradually will drag in money in
the long run.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

EBOOK
Capital investment
$300-600

Skill requirements
Relevant writing skills, great communication
skill

Experience required
1-2 years in content marketing industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

59 INSTAGRAM INFLUENCER
You have a business account in Instagram and you want your
business to have a strong online presence.
You can hire an Instagram influencer and advertise your products
though him/her.
This is a modern way of utilizing the social media to expose your
brand and gain a massive following from the audience.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

INSTAGRAM INFLUENCER
Capital investment
$100-300

Skill requirements
Surveying skills, great communication skill

Experience required
0-1 years in advertising industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

60 OFFER ONLINE COACHING
Online coaching services are trending these days and are in huge
demand due to its nature of service.
People can enroll in courses online irrespective of their locations
and this has benefitted them in a positive way.
It is a great way for income and can be started with minimal
investments.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

OFFER ONLINE COACHING
Capital investment
$100-300

Skill requirements
Great communication skills, microphone,
headphones, video camera

Experience required
0-3 years in teaching industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

61 BUSINESS CONSULTANCY
Businesses have several problems to deal with and it becomes hectic
at times to deal with them.
Business consultancies come into play in such situations and helps
businesses solve the most pressing problems.
Also, they keep in track of the strengths and weaknesses of the
business and newbies and how the new strategies can be implemented
to further streamline the business processes.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

BUSINESS CONSULTANCY
Capital investment
$600-800

Skill requirements
Expert knowledge about a particular industry

Experience required
2-5 years in consultation

THEBRANDBOY.COM

62 DATA ANALYST SERVICES
Emerging technologies like Bigdata and cloud database services,
businesses have come up with a huge depository of data which
makes no sense.
A data analyst can sort out the relevant data and us that data in
proper applications.
This is a great way to earn money for data analysts and they get to
work with huge businesses during the process.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

DATA ANALYST SERVICES
Capital investment
$50k-70k per year

Skill requirements
Expert knowledge about a particular industry

Experience required
2-5 years in data analysis

THEBRANDBOY.COM

63 VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
Virtual assistants have become integral parts of business websites
and marketing campaigns in today’s digital age.
In simple words, virtual assistants are capable of keeping track of
things and from the visitors and managing all the work smoothly.
Moreover, businesses starting from small scale to large scale require
virtual assistants these days.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
Capital investment
$19k-30k per year

Skill requirements
Extensive knowledge about the relevant field,
excellent communication skills

Experience required
1-3 years in technical support (IT) industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

64 SECURITY SERVICE
There are risks associated with businesses and that is the area
where you need security services to step in and protect your
business.
This is important for retailers, wholesalers and corporate offices
where the assets are valuable and are risk prone.
Online businesses require protection from cyber crimes and
online theft.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

SECURITY SERVICE
Capital investment
$6k-10k per year

Skill requirements
Extensive knowledge about the relevant field,
expertise in security

Experience required
4-8 years in security industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

65 TAXATION SERVICES
With the advent of online accounting and taxation facilities, it is
unnecessary to keep physical financial records these days.
Online taxation is a new trend which allows businesses and
individuals to use various online accounting and taxation tools
for tax calculation for their own benefits.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

TAXATION SERVICES
Capital investment
$40k-50k per year

Skill requirements
Familiarity with taxation and financial
software

Experience required
2-4 years in taxation industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

66 REMOTE ENGLISH TUTOR
It is one of the best ways to earn money for native English
speakers.
It is mandatory to have a full (ESL) English as a second language
accreditation for a native speaker.
People can make up $25 per hour by teaching English to nonEnglish speakers from Japan, China, Taiwan and so on.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

REMOTE ENGLISH TUTOR
Capital investment
$200-400

Skill requirements
Great communication skills, microphone,
headphones, video camera

Experience required
0-3 years in teaching industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

67 SAT/ACT TEST ASSISTANCE
Are you someone who went through the preparation of one of the
toughest exams like SAT? If yes, then this is the perfect strategy for
you to open up a business and earn money.
Students require guidance through such exams and you can provide
them with the required material and guidance they require.
Start by giving sessions to the students which can help them ace
these exams.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

SAT/ACT TEST ASSISTANCE
Capital investment
$150-300

Skill requirements
SAT/ACT qualification, strong communication
skills

Experience required
1-3 years in teaching industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

68 SOCIAL MEDIA SPECIALISTS
Business require online presence in order to expand its business in the
online market and the use of digital marketing is heavily used to
attain that momentum.
Customers are on digital platforms and to grab that customer base, it
is essential that professional social media specialists are hired.
The sole aim of such an agency is to streamline the growth of the
company in the social media world and look after the components of
social media marketing to achieve the online sales target of the
company.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

SOCIAL MEDIA SPECIALISTS
Capital investment
$300-400

Skill requirements
In-depth knowledge of social media marketing, a good team
of experts in different areas of social media marketing,
access to social media marketing tools

Experience required
0-3 years in social media marketing industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

69 GOOGLE PPC SPECIALIST
Google paid ads campaigns can work well with new and
present businesses.
A Google PPC specialist can offer new strategies to the
businesses and clients about the management of services and
how better strategies van be implemented throughout the
campaign.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

GOOGLE PPC SPECIALIST
Capital investment
$200-300

Skill requirements
In-depth knowledge of Google PPC marketing,
access to online marketing tools

Experience required
2-3 years in online marketing industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

70 TRAVEL AGENT
Travel agencies are considered a part of the tourism industry and is in
high demand due to its type of work.
Travelling is a way out from the mundane and hectic work routines
and people have been gushing into travelling due to this.
A travel agent comes up with the best possible suggestions keeping in
mind the various aspects of the client such as budget, destination
preferences and duration.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

TRAVEL AGENT
Capital investment
$600-800

Skill requirements
Passion for travel, willingness to help others
plan their travel

Experience required
0-2 years in tourism industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

71 YOGA TRAINING CLUBS
Yoga is a crucial point in life and people irrespective of any age are
susceptible to various health challenges.
People have realized that it is important to stay active to overcome
such physical and mental problems.
As a solution to such issues, well equipped yoga fitness centers have
come up across the country.
By taking part in those fitness center classes, people can actively
focus on their fitness goals and prepare for a stress-free life ahead.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

YOGA TRAINING CLUBS
Capital investment
$2.5k-3k

Skill requirements
Yoga and fitness training and certification

Experience required
0-2 years in yoga and gymnasium

THEBRANDBOY.COM

72 MAKEUP ARTIST
Makeup industry is on the rise now and it has become an integral part
in various social and cultural activities.
Celebrities and influencers have glamorized this industry and
thereafter the usage of makeup products and cosmetics have seen a
gradual boost over the last decade.
During anniversaries, weddings and Halloween, makeup artists are in
a huge demand.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

MAKEUP ARTIST
Capital investment
$1.5k-3k

Skill requirements
Makeup training and certification

Experience required
0-3 years in makeup industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

73 INTERIOR DESIGNING
People want their houses to look exactly like the picture-perfect ones they see
in sites like Pinterest and Netflix shows.
But they do not have the prerequisite skills to do that. This is where interior
designing service providers come into play.
They rearrange and furnish the entire household with their hands-on
experience in the field and manage to get that picture-perfect look the
customer was looking for.
This market is gaining momentum and is expected to thrive in the future.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

INTERIOR DESIGNING
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Hands-on home organization skills

Experience required
0-1 years in interior designing

THEBRANDBOY.COM

74 REAL ESTATE MANAGER
There are people who own various properties and want to rent them
out for residential and commercial usage.
Real estate managers take care of the responsibilities starting from
collecting the rent to maintenance of the properties.
This is a growing market and individuals can step in to make a
considerable amount of money.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

REAL ESTATE MANAGER
Capital investment
$0-200

Skill requirements
Good communication skills, skills in property
management

Experience required
3-5 years in real estate industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

75 ORGANIC BEAUTY PRODUCTS
Organic beauty products are the new market trend in USA and the
label ‘organic’ has attracted a substantial amount of spotlight in
recent years.
Organic beauty products focus mainly on makeup essentials without
the use of harsh chemicals. Artificial colors and preservatives are
avoided in organic products.
To market and promote these organic products, various organic
makeup stores have been put up across the country.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

ORGANIC BEAUTY PRODUCTS
Capital investment
$10k-15k

Skill requirements
USDA organic certifications, relevant licenses
and permits

Experience required
1-3 years in retail and marketing

THEBRANDBOY.COM

76 INK REFILL BUSINESS
Ink refills for printers are costly and the residue on the refills can
destroy the environment if not disposed off properly.
Staring up a ink refilling business can promote to the well being of the
environment and can yield profit in the near future if handled
properly.
People often opt for cheaper alternative like ink refilling rather than
buying a new cartridge for their printer.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

INK REFILL BUSINESS
Capital investment
$10k-20k

Skill requirements
Clearance from MOEF, relevant licenses and
permits

Experience required
2-4 years in manufacturing

THEBRANDBOY.COM

77 EVENT MANAGEMENT
Event management is considered an essential part of hospitality
industry and is in high demand due to its type of work.
It deals with coordination and various routine tasks which are to be
planned and exercised before an event.
An event management team comes up with the best possible
suggestions keeping in mind the various aspects of the client such as
budget, destination preferences and duration.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

EVENT MANAGEMENT
Capital investment
$600-800

Skill requirements
Good communication skill, willingness to help
others plan their travel

Experience required
0-1 years in event management industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

78 ADMISSION ESSAY WRITER
Many colleges out there in USA holds a rigorous admission
procedure and asks students to submit essays as a part of the
admission process.
If the essay is written properly, then the admission is confirmed and
goes smoothly.
If you are familiar with essay writing, this business idea can be a
game changer for you.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

ADMISSION ESSAY WRITER
Capital investment
$200-300

Skill requirements
Good communication skills, knowledge about
essays

Experience required
0-2 years in content writing

THEBRANDBOY.COM

79 PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER

If you have a camera and love clicking photos, then
photography is the industry you should start your business in.
You can kickstart the business by clicking photos of events for
free at the initial days and then create a strong portfolio for
future prospects.
Try freelancing in the field and gain substantial experience.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHER
Capital investment
$500-700

Skill requirements
Photography skills, knowledge about camera
modes

Experience required
0-2 years in photography

THEBRANDBOY.COM

80 RELATIONSHIP ADVISOR
The modern-day relationship is full of problems and intervention is
much needed to solve.
Due to lack of proper communication, relationships are breaking
apart.
Relationship advisor comes into play in such situations and solves the
issues related to relationships.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

RELATIONSHIP ADVISOR
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Degree in psychology

Experience required
1-3 years in counselling

THEBRANDBOY.COM

81 CAR RENT BUSINESS
People move to cities to cities for work and education purposes.
People need to rent vehicles and commute from one place to
another.
This is a perfect opportunity for people owning cars and bikes to
kickstart their business.
Get your vehicle listed at one of the websites and the rent paid by
the customers will be added to your regular income.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

CAR RENT BUSINESS
Capital investment
$0-200

Skill requirements
vehicle/vehicles for rent

Experience required
0-1 year in any business

THEBRANDBOY.COM

82 CATERING BUSINESS
Food is an essential part of our lives and almost all business events
and conferences are incomplete without food.
You can step in the market and open up a catering business to gain
profit.
A large number of events takes place across the country throughout
the year and you can catch hold of the clients gradually.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

CATERING BUSINESS
Capital investment
$10k-20k

Skill requirements
Certificates and permits from center for food safety
and applied Nutrition, U.S. department of agriculture
and FDA, a trained chef

Experience required
2-4 years in food business

THEBRANDBOY.COM

83 DEVELOP AN APPLICATION
The demand of an application developer is a constant one and in
order to build an app, an app developer is the one who can do the
task with ease.
The aim of an app developer is to create, modify and maintain an
application to facilitate the business and its operations online.
The successful downloads of your app will fetch you good money.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

DEVELOP AN APPLICATION
Capital investment
$500-900

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity with
programming languages

Experience required
0-3 years in IT industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

84 CLOTHING ALTERATIONS
These days fashion conscious people want their clothes to be
tailor-made for better fit and perfection.
They do not prefer the generalized shapes the brands has to
offer and prefer the traditional clothing alterations by the
tailor.
If you possess the talent of cutting and sewing clothes, then this
is the industry for you.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

CLOTHING ALTERATIONS
Capital investment
$200-400

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity with
sewing

Experience required
2-4 years in sewing

THEBRANDBOY.COM

85 ENVIRONMENTAL PUBLICATIONS
If you are good at writing and passionate about environment
protection, then this market is definitely for you.
Write eco friendly newspapers, magazines and publications and
publish them over the internet. Also make physical copies for sale
offline.
Write about the problems in the environment and request people to
follow them. This strategy will definitely profit you in the long run.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

ENVIRONMENTAL PUBLICATIONS
Capital investment
$0-150

Skill requirements
Good writing skills, knowledge about essays

Experience required
0-2 years in content writing

THEBRANDBOY.COM

86 OPEN A NURSERY
Trees and plants help maintain the environmental and ecological
balance.
To save the environment there is no alternative to planting trees.
Additionally, many people also like to buy plants to decorate their
homes.
Opening a nursery will give you the opportunity to work with a fresh
and profitable firm. It is important that a variety of plants in stock.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

OPEN A NURSERY
Capital investment
$500-900

Skill requirements
Good plantation skills, relevant skills and
licenses

Experience required
2-5 years in agricultural science

THEBRANDBOY.COM

87 ECO-FRIENDLY BEAUTY SALON
Beauty industry is on the rise. But the use of harmful chemicals
has increased with the growing sales of the beauty products that
women use in their daily lives.
You can come up with a brilliant idea to produce herbal products
from natural substances for a change, and make the world a
better place to live.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

ECO-FRIENDLY BEAUTY SALON
Capital investment
$5k-10k

Skill requirements
Makeup training and certification, relevant
permits and licenses

Experience required
2-3 years in makeup industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

88 RECYCLED FASHION
You can also use used fabric or accessories attached with old
clothes to reinvent a good concept.
You may reuse the plastic and synthetic materials and use them as
raw materials for your business.
While doing so, take help from some local boutiques to showcase
your designs. This is a trending market for clothing.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

RECYCLED FASHION
Capital investment
$250-500

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity with
fashion

Experience required
2-4 years in fashion designing

THEBRANDBOY.COM

89 AIR DUCT CLEANER
If you are an environment lover and want to do something in order to
earn in that industry, target unclean air ducts for people who are in
need of cleaning.
Continuous air circulation through dirty air duct is spreading
unhealthy substances in our environment without our knowledge and
it’s a great business idea.
It can be a great opportunity to clean the environment pollutants by
ensuring refined air and cleaning out the polluted air.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

AIR DUCT CLEANER
Capital investment
$1.5k-3k

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity with
industrial cleaning

Experience required
1-3 years in industrial cleaning

THEBRANDBOY.COM

90 FURNITURE BUSINESS WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS
This is a creative and eco-friendly idea to start a furniture business
in which the furniture is made of completely recycled materials.
If you can choose the right materials, then it can also be very costfriendly.
This can easily become popular and will attract customers
gradually.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

FURNITURE BUSINESS WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS
Capital investment
$15k-20k

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity with
furniture

Experience required
3-5 years in wood industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

91 HANDICRAFTS AND GIFTS
If you have the skills to make gifts and attractive items by using
paper or other less costly things, you can start your own business.
There are literally thousands of handcrafted items on sale in
Amazon or eBay.
These things take less effort into making and have a high value for
the customer.
This can lead to profitability in the long run.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

HANDICRAFTS AND GIFTS
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity in
handcrafting

Experience required
0-1 years in handcrafting industry

THEBRANDBOY.COM

92 HOMEMADE PICKLES
Pickles are such food items that can be easily made at home and
small workspaces.
Pickle making can be a good option to start a business at home.
The market for pickles on the market never falls, and so does the
price.
If you have an idea of making a process, it will be easier for you to
prepare delicious pickles for your customer and earn money.

THEBRANDBOY.COM

HOMEMADE PICKLES
Capital investment
$200-400

Skill requirements
Relevant experience and familiarity in pickle
making

Experience required
1-2 years in cooking industry
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93 TATTOO STUDIO
Tattoos have become a part of cultural and traditional entities in
the recent times.
People often travel from one part of the world to another only to
get a mainstream and reputed tattoo done by the artist.
You'll need a website where people can schedule an appointment,
and you can begin your own tattoo studio with all the suitable
certification.
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TATTOO STUDIO
Capital investment
$2k-4k

Skill requirements
Experience in artwork, training in tattoo and
artwork

Experience required
1-3 years in tattoo industry
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94 PET WALKING
As per statistics, roughly 68 percent of homes in the USA are estimated
to have a pet, but the owners are busy with their work.
As a result, they fail to take them for a park walk.
You can be a pet walker and make the most of this opportunity to go
with these lovely canines around the park and have fun time that pays
well.
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PET WALKING
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Experience with dogs, training preferable

Experience required
0-2 years in dog care
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95 REFURBISHED GADGET STORE
We come across several people who often abandon their used gadgets
because they need to upgrade to a new version, or often because it has
some substantial damage.
You may choose to purchase and rebuild such appliances to the best of
condition, and then sell them to those who are willing to buy used
goods because of the lower price.
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REFURBISHED GADGET STORE
Capital investment
$1k-2k

Skill requirements
Relevant experience in repairing

Experience required
1-3 years in electronics repairing and marketing
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96 ACUPUNCTURE BUSINESS
Acupuncture market has been on the rise since the last decade and it’s
time to step in the market to earn profit.
Once you have gained experience in acupuncture, then having a
startup will cost you very little as you can operate from your home.
You can ask clients to visit you and offer them cure for their ailment or
discomfort with acupuncture.
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ACUPUNCTURE BUSINESS
Capital investment
$100-500

Skill requirements
Experience
preferable

in

acupuncture,

Experience required
1-2 years in herbal healing
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certification

97 CARPET CLEANING
Carpets are essentials for any residence but with time dust
accumulates in them. Whether it comes from people wearing shoes
and stepping on it, or from pets having food in the carpet, it needs to
be cleaned.
An idea of small business regarding the cleaning of carpets can do
wonders today. You can visit the home of the client, or ask them to
deposit their carpets for washing at your location.
It is a considerably small investment but can yield good profit.
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CARPET CLEANING
Capital investment
$2k-3k

Skill requirements
Experience in cleaning

Experience required
0-1 years in housekeeping
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98 DJ
Nightclubs and parties have come up across the country and has
become a part of our culture.
The person who controls the entire set of songs and light patterns in a
disco is the DJ.
The DJ can get you in groove and leave people dancing on the floor
non-stop. If you have got the skills, then this can be a good career
option.
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DJ
Capital investment
$1500-2500

Skill requirements
Experience in DJ-ing, certifications in sound
mixing preferred

Experience required
0-1 years in sound mixing industry
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99 CAR WASH
People are extremely busy with their hectic schedule and daily
routine and is hardly getting any time to wash their car.
You can take this as an opportunity and step into the market as a
car washing company.
You can start the business right from you garage or an empty
space.
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CAR WASH
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Hands-on experience with car washing

Experience required
0-1 years in housekeeping
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100 FREELANCE INVESTMENT GUIDE
People are more into investments these days and people are in a need of
guidance.
Guidance related to subject matters such as stock market and mutual
funds are considered to be valuable inputs.
There are people waiting to get the right investment advice and make
use of their wealth.
You can step into the game with your experience and gain commission.
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FREELANCE INVESTMENT GUIDE
Capital investment
$0-100

Skill requirements
Experience with stock market and mutual
funds

Experience required
5-6 years in stock market
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101 START AS A BUSINESS INCUBATOR
Business incubators are those specialists who help start new
businesses with a set objective and plan.
You need to plan with them to launch the newly planned business
and the product so they can use the market disparity to their
advantage.
The investment is low but the success percentage is quite high.
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START AS A BUSINESS INCUBATOR
Capital investment
$200-500

Skill requirements
Good management skills, office space, high
speed internet

Experience required
4-6 years in career counselling
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" IN WORRIES OF THE WORLD
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